Go Green
Go Clean.
CREATING TOMORROW

Our Go Clean Go Green™ cleaning
program is one of Spree’s latest
innovation and forms part of
our overall initiative to provide
green cleaning solutions and an
e
environmentally responsible service,
so that we can live in a cleaner
healthier and more sustainable world.

The development of our environmentally responsible
practices has had an enormous positive impact on the
way we treat and service our clients from attending to
small tasks through to planning and executing the ongoing maintenance of an integrated service contract.
Our overall ‘Go Clean Go Green™’ cleaning program
takes into account every aspect of the service delivery
plan and leverages our best practices with the best
in products and equipment from certified suppliers
combined with the development of our in-house
processes, applications and training.
We have worked closely with our suppliers to develop
chemicals which are citrus based with all natural
ingredients, containing no VOC solvents and are
eco-friendly. More importantly we have reduced the use
of detergents and replaced them with microfibre cloths
that are made from recycled materials.
Overall our program entails several unmatched methods
and technologies and another example is reducing the
use of vacuum cleaners and replacing them with a more
effective roll sweeper that uses a brush to pile lift the
carpet and an adhesive roll to pick up the small debris
and particles. The equipment and adhesive roll are
manufactured from 100% recycled materials and we rerecycle them once they have been used. This is just one
of more than 49 methods that form part of our
‘Go Clean Go Green™’ cleaning program, which is
helping us deliver a service that is ‘Creating Tomorrow’.

Go Clean
Go Green™

model

In todays global and
economic environments going
green with Spree means you
will experience a host of
benefits that include:
• Increased productivity
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• Enhanced presentation
1300 788 080
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absenteeism
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•M
 ost importantly a
a Green Cleaning
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Solution to suit
towards a more
your needs.
sustainable environment

Going green will
also mean you will
experience extended
benefits that will
increase your facilities
performance and adopt
a certified program
that will help you
manage your facility for
the future.
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